Installation Instructions for JumpSport Mister
JumpSport Customer Service phone #: 408-213-2551

WARNING
• Refer to and abide by usage warnings provided with your trampoline and enclosure.
• Use of non-skid water shoes strongly recommended.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference #</th>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>FIL-P-20367-00</td>
<td>Water filter (18-month life-expectancy if used regularly)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MSJ-A-20347-00</td>
<td>Misting hose (with pre-installed Tee fittings)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NOZ-P-20353-00</td>
<td>Misting nozzle (7 are used, 1 is a spare)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CAB-P-20355-00</td>
<td>Cable tie, short (14 are used, 2 are spares)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CAB-P-20356-00</td>
<td>Cable tie, long (2 are used, 4 are spares)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FIT-P-20351-00</td>
<td>Fitting, 1/4” Tee, quick connect, green (this 1 is a spare)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

End plug  
Misting hose  
Tee fitting  
Misting nozzle  
Filter  
3/4" garden hose

1) Connect the water filter to a 3/4” garden hose and turn the water on for 5 minutes to flush the filter.
2) Turn the water off, then connect the misting hose to the filter.
3) Turn the water on for 1 minute to flush the hose and remove any impurities. *No misting nozzles should be installed yet.*
4) Turn the water off and screw all the misting nozzles into the Tee fittings, *except* for the last one on the end plug.
5) Turn the water on again and flush the system for 2 more minutes to ensure that the system is fully purged.
6) Turn the water off and install the last nozzle into the Tee fitting on the end plug.
7) Attach misting hose to enclosure, as shown on next page, using short and long cable ties. *See notes on next page for details.*
8) Turn the water on slowly until a gentle mist comes out of the nozzles. Be sure not to turn the water pressure on too high.
9) Enjoy the cool mist system using non-skid water shoes!

**IMPORTANT:** To clean out the mist system, periodically remove the misting nozzles and repeat Steps 3-6. Replace the filter as necessary.
Attaching the misting hose to the enclosure

1) Begin attaching the misting hose to the left side of the safety enclosure doorway between poles 2 and 3, and then wrap the misting hose clockwise around the top of the safety enclosure. The last misting nozzle will be located to the right side of the doorway, between poles 8 and 1.

2) Secure the first Tee fitting to the middle of the top strap of net between poles 2 and 3 (just underneath the strap), using a short cable tie on either side of the fitting, as shown above. Aim misting nozzle toward center of trampoline. Trim the excess ends of the cable ties.

3) Repeat Steps 1 & 2, connecting the remaining 6 Tee fittings to the top of the net.

4) There will be extra length in the misting hose to allow it to move as the trampoline is used. Make sure that the hose between Tee fittings hangs freely on the outside of the enclosure net at all times.

5) Using a long cable tie, loosely secure the beginning of the misting hose (where the filter is) around pole 2, just below the rail. Then, loosely secure the upper portion of the hose to pole 2, at the same height as where the misting hose hangs at the rest of the poles. The long cable tie should ONLY wrap around the pole, and NOT around the net, bungees, or straps.

IMPORTANT: The mist system must be installed so that no Tee fittings are directly over the doorway between poles 1 & 2.
The JumpSport Mister is a low pressure misting system, typical of all outdoor home water systems. As a result, any low pressure misting system will be subject to occasional clogs. Here are some suggestions on how to quickly and easily deal with this issue.

**Misting nozzles are clogged or barely dripping:**

1) Leave the water running and the misting nozzle installed. Poke the tiny hole in the mister nozzle with a pin or needle—the smaller the pin/needle the better.

Small particles can get trapped in the misting hose and may limit or stop the flow of water. Generally it is best to poke the nozzles while the water is turned on and the system is under pressure. The water flow will help carry out any debris and confirm that the job is done. Just be prepared to get wet!

If a pin or needle doesn’t work, please find a thinner pin/needle. The hole in the nozzle is VERY small.

2) If the nozzle still fails to drip or mist, turn off the water, remove the nozzle, and clear the hole on the Tee fitting with pressurized air. You may also turn the water back on and flush the system for 1 minute with the nozzle removed.

Then repeat Step 1 above.

3) In some cases, the misting hose inside of a Tee fitting may be pushed together, preventing water from flowing out of the attached nozzle. To fix this, you can try to gently pull the misting hose apart, to the left and right of a Tee fitting, thus opening up the flow of water. Be careful as water may mist you in the face!

Proceed to Steps 1 and 2 above after adjusting the hose if water still won’t flow out of the nozzle, as it may also be clogged.

**If the unit has been sitting for a while (such as for winter storage), or was laying in the dirt (or something similar):**

1) Flush the system as outlined in Steps 3—6 on page 1.

2) If any nozzles are still clogged, use a pin/needle (as described above) to clear out any remaining debris.

**If you are still unable to clear the nozzles after following all of the above steps, you may have permanent sediment buildup in your nozzle or hose. Please call our Customer Service Department to purchase replacement parts.**

**Usage recommendations:**

If the mist system will be unused for 2 weeks or more, or if the outside temperatures drop (or will be dropping) to 40° F or less, turn the water off and gently remove the filter and the garden hose from the misting hose. Then remove the filter from the garden hose, and stand the filter up on its end to let the water drain out. Wrap or cover the filter so it doesn't collect debris, and store the filter inside.

It is ok if the water inside the misting hose freezes. Just be sure the filter and garden hose have been removed first.

If the mist system remains installed and connected to the garden hose but is not used for 2 weeks or more, it is recommended to flush the system as outlined in Steps 3—6 on page 1.

Regular use of the system can reduce the chance of clogging.
90 Day Limited Warranty

What is covered by this warranty? This warranty covers any defects in materials or workmanship on all of the components of the JumpSport Mister, and is extended exclusively to the original retail purchaser.

How long does this coverage last? Warranty coverage for each component begins from the original date of purchase and lasts for 90 days.

What will JumpSport do? If you return the defective part to JumpSport, as instructed below, JumpSport will either repair or replace such part, at JumpSport’s discretion, and return it to you.

What is not covered by this warranty? This warranty does not cover expenses of on-site labor, shipping costs, travel, assembly or disassembly, or other charges associated with the repair or replacement of covered components. This warranty also does not cover any problem that is caused by abuse, misuse, commercial or public use, ordinary wear and tear, weathering, acts of God (such as wind and lightning), failure to follow directions, improper installation, improper maintenance, any clogging, or any silk screened graphics. Rust is a natural occurrence with any outdoor steel product and is likewise not covered by this warranty, to the extent that it does not affect the structural integrity of the part.

Jumpsport is not responsible or liable for indirect, special, or consequential damages arising out of or in connection with the use or performance of the product or other damages with respect to any loss, including but not limited to economic loss, loss of property, loss of revenue or profits, loss of enjoyment or use, cost of removal, installation or other consequential damages. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages. Accordingly, the above limitation may not apply to you.

The warranty extended hereunder is in lieu of all other warranties and any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose is limited in its scope and duration to the terms set forth herein. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts. Accordingly, the above limitation may not apply to you.

How to get a defective part replaced:
1) Call the JumpSport Customer Service department at 408-213-2551 to obtain a Return Authorization number. All returns must be pre-authorized.
2) Send the part(s) to the designated Service Center, along with a copy of your original sales receipt and a brief written description of the problem, including how it occurred. You must pay freight and insurance to return the part to JumpSport. At JumpSport’s sole discretion, we may ask you to send photographs in addition to or in lieu of returning the part.
3) After inspecting the returned part(s), JumpSport will make a final determination whether the part is covered by this warranty. We reserve the right to examine photographs or physical evidence concerning parts claimed to be defective prior to making a final determination concerning the claim. A repaired or replacement part will be returned to you. Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights which vary from state to state.